Stadt Karlsruhe
Amt für Abfallwirtschaft

BULKY WASTE COLLECTION
STREET BULKY WASTE AND BULKY
WASTE ON REQUEST
BULKY WASTE COLLECTION
Starting in 2016, the bulky waste collection in Karlsruhe will be based on a new method. In the future, there
will be set collection dates for the street bulky waste once a year. In addition, each household can make one
appointment a year according to their personal needs ("bulky waste on request"). The City Council of the city
of Karlsruhe has unanimously chosen this new bulky waste method after the recommendation from the
administration after a test phase. From the perspective of the local council and the city administration, the
new bulky waste method is particularly useful in combining the advantages of both methods appropriately.
Now it is up to you to use this flexible offer responsibly. One thing is certain, with the exception of wood and
metal, the materials of waste deposed via bulky waste collection cannot be recycled and will be incinerated.

BULKY WASTE ON REQUEST: FAST, EASY, FREE OF CHARGE
COLLECTING BULKY WASTE
Every household and every business which is connected to the municipal residual waste collection can have bulky
waste be picked up once a year in standard household quantities. In addition, as previously mentioned, bulky
waste can be disposed of for a fee at the Nordbeckenstraße 1 recycling station.
But: Not every bulky item for which you no longer have use for is bulky waste! Three rules of thumb that must
be met:


They are things that you would also take with you when you move out, so no building components.



They are bulky items that you cannot just break down and dispose of in the residual waste container or
the recycling bin.



They are not harmful substances, construction waste, old tires or electrical appliances.

MAKE AN APPOINTMENT
By calling the public administration number 115 or on the Internet at www.karlsruhe.de/abfall and notify us
of the bulky waste items that we are to collect.
For example: cupboard, chair, table, shelf, chest / box, bench, desk, couch, sofa, armchair, dresser, small
furniture, bed frame, slatted bed frame, mattress, carpet, stroller, bike, flower pots, rods / bars, sports
equipment (not electric). The items must not exceed the length of 2.20 metres. We will then suggest a
collection date.

Our offer for large electrical appliances:
Twice a year, you can use our free collection service under www.karlsruhe.de/abfall or via the public
administration number 115 for the following electrical household appliances: refrigerators and freezers,
dishwashers, dryers, cookers, washing machines, ovens, radiators and mobile air conditioning units.
For all these large domestic appliances, you will receive a separate appointment.
New: Service "white goods plus" for small electrical appliances. Information on the back of this flyer.

PREPARING YOUR BULKY WASTE FOR COLLECTION
Put the bulky waste out just before the pick-up appointment but no later than the day of collection at 6:30 am
close to the public road. This way, you prevent your pile of waste being added to with other waste by third
parties overnight. Separate the waste into recyclable wooden bulky waste and other bulky waste. Do not worry
if not everything is put into one garbage lorry. The waste will be collected by different vehicles.
Please consider: Waste that does not belong in bulky waste and was not registered will be left. It must be
removed by the notifying party as soon as possible but no later than the next day and disposed of properly. You
can find out more about this on the back of the information sheet. Please clean the pavement following the
removal, if necessary. A clean environment is for all of our best interests..

A WORD ON WASTE PREVENTION: GIVE INSTEAD OF THROW AWAY
Things for which you have no more use but might still be useful to others. Offer well-preserved objects before
you throw them away.
The AfA has a swap and give away market online at tauschmarkt.karlsruhe.de. Also, useful things can be
offered for free as a gift on other Internet platforms.
Small ads under the heading "to give away" are free in the following newspapers:
Karlsruher Kurier, Badische Neueste Nachrichten and Der Sonntag, Telephone: 0721 789-66
Wochenblatt, Telephone: 0721 978480
Well-preserved furniture will be accepted at the furniture store of the employment promotion operations
(Arbeitsförderungsbetriebe). Telephone: 0721 751030, Monday to Friday 8 am to 4 pm, Thursday to 6 pm
Well-preserved furniture and other used items will be accepted at the second-hand-department store Kashka.
Telephone: 0721 8314430, Monday to Friday 11 am to 6 pm, Saturday 11 am to 2 pm

WHAT GOES WHERE?
Rubble, plaster, asbestos: Rubble and plaster separately for a fee go to the Nordbeckenstraße 1 or
Maybachstraße 10 b recycling stations. Rubble also to the construction waste treatment plant. Asbestos and
waste containing harmful contaminants on request
(Telephone: 115). Acceptance, fee required, only in special bags, available from the Nordbeckenstraße 1
recycling station.
Electrical and electronic waste: Small appliances up to 35 centimetres edge length for free go to all
recycling stations or to Hornbach and Raiffeisen Baucenter, Fettweisstraße 12, in Karlsruhe.Large appliances
also free of charge go to the Nordbeckenstraße 1 or Maybachstraße 10 b recycling stations or to dealerships.
Large household appliances, such as washing machines, dryers, refrigerators, freezers, stoves, ovens,
dishwashers, radiators and mobile air-conditioning units, can be collected on request: public administration
number 115 or under www.karlsruhe.de/abfall.
Glass: Container glass, such as bottles or jam jars, into glass containers. Flat glass, such as glass panes or
aquariums, to the Nordbeckenstraße 1 or Maybachstraße 10 b recycling stations.
Organic Waste: Kitchen waste in the free compost bin or compost it yourself. Garden waste in the green
waste containers, to all recycling stations, composting plants or compost it yourself. Bags full of leaves are
collected in autumn.
Paper: To the street collections or recycling stations or in the municipal paper bin.
Residual waste: Into the residual waste bin, for a fee to the Nordbeckenstraße 1 recycling station or into the
waste bag from the city of Karlsruhe (4 euros for each bag).

Harmful substances: Free to the harmful substances collection points or the harmful substances vehicle.
Energy-saving lamps also to all recycling stations.
Textiles: Textiles fit to wear into the old clothes container, a second-hand shop, a flea market or give them
away. No longer fit to wear in the residual waste bin.
White goods plus: When you have your large household appliances collected, we will also pick up your small
electrical appliances with a maximum of 35 centimetres edge length free of charge. You do not need to
register these separately.
Recyclables: Into the free-of-charge recycling bin or sorted at all recycling stations (free of charge for up to 1
cubic metre).

COLLECTION POINTS
Recycling station and harmful substances collection point Nordbeckenstraße 1, Rheinhafen
Further recycling stations
Maybachstraße 10 b
Alte Weingartener Straße
Fettweisstraße
Wiesenstraße
Schäferstraße (Sporthalle SV)
Im Junkertschritt (beim Bauhof)
Am Waldsportplatz
Großoberfeld

Durlach
Durlach
Daxlanden
Grünwettersbach
Hagsfeld
Neureut
Neureut
Oberreut

Further collection points for harmful substances
Maybachstraße 10 a
Harmful substances Vehicle

Durlach

Composting plants
An der Wässerung
Herdweg

Knielingen
Grötzingen

Current opening times and the collection dates of the harmful substances vehicle are available at
www.karlsruhe.de/abfall or the public administration number 115

The AfA. We are there for you..
Waste Management Departement (Amt für Abfallwirtschaft)
Ottostraße 21, 76227 Karlsruhe
www.karlsruhe.de/abfall
public administration number 115

